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The daily meditations, reminders, and prayers from Courage to Change help families encourage
their recovering alcoholic loved ones and point to Al-Anon's impact as a vital part of recovery.
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From desperate to change to courage to change Being raised within an alcoholic home We
discover that the daily readings of Courage to improve are much more suitable for my situation
as compared to One Day at a Time in Al-Anon  It could help me find the strength to cope with
my feelings, it helped me observe things from a fresh perspective and it helped me to realive
that I most certainly am not alone when working with this issue.From what I remember, the
focus of ODAT seemed to be coping with active alcoholism. This book had basic passages that
I'd read every day.I look for the readings have become helpful in inspiring: thoughtful reflection,
encouragement, challenge, love and acceptance, and positivity to assist me in my recovery.
Provides you a page to read for each day of the entire year. Though I can't speak from
experience, a person living with active alcoholism could find more comfort and ease in ODAT.
LOVE THIS BOOK LOVE THIS Reserve. For those of you who attend al-anon that is a great
conversation beginner.I would recommend this daily reader to adult-children of alcoholics or
anyone raised in an alcoholic home. I love reading it in the mornings before waking up as it
starts my time off right. Also enjoy how it has the index in the back which includes different
feelings or feelings. For example, if you are feeling anxious you can flip to the trunk and it'll
display all the page figures that deal with feeling anxious. I've experienced my well worn
duplicate for a long time and have purchased several to give as presents." This is helpful for
anyone in Al-Anon or Alateen, however, not restricted to them. i should say that I am not the
type of one who like inspirational quotes. I actually do not like them at all. I also believe that
your ought to be strong enough to cope with situation s without a crutch to lean on. It is one of
the first books I recommend to somebody working 12 methods of any sort. That being said i
have to say that book was a true livesaver. It was directed at me as something special from an
excellent friend who understood I required it. I was coping with extreme alcoholism in a family
member and my be though and complete your problems attitude it what I anticipated for them in
addition to myself. Well that didn't function and I was having an extremely hard time
understanding hoe they cannot wake up and stop drinking and not get their life together. In
contrast, CTC focus on the enduring ramifications of living with alcoholism over many years,
such as: low self-esteem, lack of confidence, confusion, question, insecurity, all or none thinking
(black or white considering), control and trust.(commonly known as ODAT). It's just common
sense and helps you concentrate on living in as soon as. I ended up getting few books for
others plus they all echoed the same kinds of sentiments.. Used for personal growth ..it helped
them in so many different ways and it finished up bringing every one better. Has helped me
maintain perspective and be aware of unhealthy thoughts and behaviors that are so common to
human life -- dread, control, blame, etc. Love this reserve! For such a brief book it really is
absolutely packed with terms of wisdom motivation and healing. Have got one for myself. I will
also say that book pays to in situations which have nothing related to substance abuse. So that
it become a conference for me personally in a sense looked after helped me recognize there
have been people around me that I possibly could rely on lean on and trust. Wonderful book
Courage To Change I am thoroughly enjoying this publication, and love that you can read
something every day and experience inspired. Not just for those with alcoholic family members.
Can be put on life and relationships in general. That is always how I've gone through lifestyle
and I consider myself a super tough chick. In fact it is a go-to book for me on almost a daily
basis. I will also say that whenever I needed this publication I was surviving in a remote area of
CO and there is no place to go to AL ANON meetings. Will need to have for friend/family
members/loved one of addict or an addict This is a great book to pull out any day of any year.
Bought as a gift for a friend. Makes me experience better! The recipients have always told me



that it helped them tremendously! Recommended pertaining to recovering alcoholics aswell!
Although written for all those in Al-Anon, it really is fantastic for anyone taking their first rung on
the ladder into alcohol recovery, as well. I even find myself reading the same estimates over and
over again and even found that I have favorite rates that I purposefully get back to for daily help.
it is well written and inspirational you wish to live 1 day at a time without others infringing on you
this is the real deal Five Stars Perfect Let Go and Let God Lead Millions of people whose family
members are addicted have found this little publication to become a necessity to encounter
each day. Good advice for anyone, not just people in recovery If you are working toward a
geniune and drama-free lifestyle, and willing to depend on your Higher power to assist you to
resolve your issues and move toward freedom, "Courage to improve" is an excellent daily
reminder book of what it means to live at peace, forgiving yourself as well as your fellow man
and enjoying life "just for today. For the person in need This book is indeed helpfu for all types
of people who need understanding and just a little comfort. When I did not want to talk about it I
would go to the book and find some words that could help me along. It's an absolute must have
for anybody in recovery from any type of dysfunctional behavior. It keeps us from falling into
despair and hopelessness with a daily devotion that assists us “Let Go and Let God!” Great! This
book is a gem. Book I use this every day Five Stars great book Came fast.. This is the best daily
devotional style book ever This is the best daily devotional style book ever.
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